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The hydrothermal synthesis is a power白l method to prepare various oxides. The 
advantage features of this method are to control the morphology, the particle size and 
the crystalline of products. During the past ten years, increasing a杖empts have been 
made to develop zeolites into membrane forms for separation and catalytic 
applications based on utilizing their molecular sieving properties, high thermal 
resistance, chemical iner紅iess, high mechanical s仕ength and uniform pore sizes. 
Epoxidation of propylene by noble metal such as Au, Pd or Pt supported TS-1 
zeolite catalysts is a particularly interesting approach as the in-situ formation of 
hydrogen peroxide from mixture of oxygen and hydrogen over the noble metals and 
epoxidation of propylene by TS-1 are combined in the same catalyst. The noble 
metals convert the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen to hydrogen peroxide, which then 
migrate to the isolated Ti sites in the TS-1 matrix to react with propylene to form PO. 
For the conventional bifunctional catalysts, the different active sites are randomly 
dis仕ibuted on their surface, which provides an unrestricted, open reaction 
environment where the coupled two reactions occur independently and randomly even 
though the distance between the two active sites is veηr short. This means that the 
formed hydrogen peroxide can leave the catalyst directly withoutおrther reacting with 
the propylene at the active sites of TS-1 zeolite, which leads to a low propylene 
conversion and PO yield. Obviously, proper design and synthesis of the 
multi四component catalyst is crucial for efficient cooperation between the redox metal 
sites and the Lewis acidic Ti sites. A compact zeolite membrane of TS-1 was 
crystallized on the surface of Au-Pd/Ti02-Si02 catalyst pellet by a hydrothermal 
synthesis method. The core-shell capsule catalyst provides a tailor-made confined 
reaction environment, which can be extended to various consecutive reactions as the 
shell and core components are independent catalysts of different reactions. 
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